The photon -drag effect with electrons -acoustic phonon scattering in cylindrical quantum wire with an infinite potential is studied. With the appearance of the linearly polarized electromagnetic wave, the laser radiation field and the dc electric field, analytic expressions for the density of the direct current are calculated by the quantum kinetic equation. The dependence of the direct current density on the frequency of the laser radiation field, the frequency of the linearly polarized electromagnetic wave and the temperature of the system is obtained. The analytic expressions are numerically evaluated and plotted for a specific quantum wire, GaAs/AlGaAs. The difference of the density of the direct current in the quantum wires from quantum well and bulk semiconductor is due to potential barrier and characteristic parameters of system. These results are for every temperature and are new results.
Introduction


The photon-drag effect is explained by propagation electromagnetic wave carriers which absorb both energy and electromagnetic wave momentum, thereby electrons are generated with directed motion and a constant current is created in this direction. The presence of intense laser radiation can also influence electrical conductivity and kinetic effects in material [1] - [12] . The photon-drag effect has been researched in semiconductors [1] , in superlattices [10] [11] [12] . In quantum wire, the photon drag effect with electrons -acoustic phonon scattering in cylindrical quantum wire with an infinite potential is still open for study. In this paper, using the quantum kinetic equation for an electron system interacting with acoustic phonon is placed in a direct electric field, an electromagnetic wave and the presence of an intense laser field in quantum wire with an infinite potential, the constant
Where   At is the vector potential of laser field (only the laser field affects the probability of scattering): (1) and (2), we obtain the quantum kinetic equation for electrons in quantum wire (after supplement: a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave field and a direct electric field 0 E ): 
With:
Solving the equation system (4), (5), (6), we obtain:
The density of current: 
is the Hypergeometrix function.
We obtain the expressions for the current density 0 j , and select: E 0x  ; h 0 y  :
Equation (13) shows the dependent of the direct current density on the frequency  of the laser radiation field, the frequency  of the linearly polarized electromagnetic wave, the size of the wire. We also see the dependence of the constant current density on characteristic parameters for quantum wire such as: wave function; energy spectrum; form factor I n,l,n',l' and potential barrier, that is the difference between the quantum wire, superlattices, quantum wells, and bulk semiconductors.
Numerical results and discussion
In this section, we will survey, plot and discuss the expressions for 0z j for the case of a specific GaAs/GaAsAl quantum wire. The parameters used in the calculations are as follows [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Fig . 1 shows the dependence of j0z on the frequency  of the electromagnetic wave, when the frequency  of the electromagnetic wave increases, j0z also increases and toward a critical value. 2 shows the dependence of j0z on the size of the wire. From this figure, when radius increase j0z also increases, when R continues to increase then j0z foward the value of the bulk semiconductor. Fig . 3 shows the dependence of on the frequency  of the intense laser radiation. From these figure, we can see the nonlinear dependence of j0Z on the frequency  of the intense laser radiation, when the frequency  of the intense laser radiation increases j0Z decreases.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the drag -effect in cylindrical quantum wire with an infinite potential for the case electrons -acoustic phonon scattering. In this case, one dimensional electron systems is placed in a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave, a dc electric field and a laser radiation field at high frequency. We obtain the expressions for current density vector , in which, plot and discuss the expressions for j 0z . The expressions show the dependence of j 0z on the frequency  of the linearly polarized electromagnetic wave, on the size of the wire, the frequency  of the intense laser radiation; and on the basic elements of quantum wire with an infinite potential. These results are different from the results of bulk semiconductors, quantum well, superlattices because wave function and energy spectrum are different. The analytical results are numerically evaluated and plotted for a specific quantum wire GaAs/AlGaAs. These results are compared of the results of quantum wire with bulk semiconductors [1] , quantum well [10] and superlattices [11, 12] to show the differences.
